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Mary Anne Rayvid
Rofstra University

Introduction

The papers comprising this volume represent an unusual collection,

drawing on the work both of school people and researdhers. In principle,

at least, the collection extends both the practitioner s knowledg in

practice -- the sort of knowledge available only to one actively engaged

in a pursuit -- and the analyses of those who study that pursuit and have

observed it in multiple contexts. The two perspectives are, indeed,

visible In these statements. But it is important to note at the outset

thot the practitioner statements are not those of people who operate

magnet schools. Rather they are the perspectives of those who manage,

systems of such schools. This is a vitally Important perspective.

Indeed, it extensively sets the parameters for how magnet schools will

operate. But it is a vantage point quite different from that of the

practitioner functioning daily with n one of those schools. And, as I

the case for all of us, the focus of these magnet system administrators,

their concerns, and the challenges they see, ore marked as much by their

particular roles and responsibilities as by the q estions they addre

I was invited, as a scholar/advocate of magnets and other schools of

choIce, to review the state ints and to share some reactions, along with

my own sins, of the prospects and challenges facing magnet schools. It is

an interesting time at which to do so. After re than a decade, the

magnet school movement appears active and growing. There remain

approximately 500 school districts under desegregation orde: -1 And
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magnet schools re

Kansas City is to open 46 magnet schools in the next several years,2 and

as of next year, St. Paul is increasing Its present 13 programs by fiVe.3

is'becomIng increasingly fsmili r to see ads in national publications

for magnet school principals and magnet system directors, and increasingly

com/ron to hear of districts turning to maglet schools as the best route to

school revitalization and effectiveneu The unanticipated finding of the

major magnet school study to date4 that such schools are quite

effect ve in improving school quality -- might alone tend to ensure an

increase in the number of such programs. And the enhanced public

confidence which magne s inspire may keep the demand high for adopting and

*tending the arrangement. One hears with growing frequency about parents

removing their children from private schools to enroll them in public

magnets5 -- and about the long lines of parents who ha-_ spent up to six

days in a line, waiting to enroll their children6 -- and about the high

schools with 900 openings and 35,000 applicants. (It has been commented

that some New York City magnet high schools are harder to get into than

Harvard or Yale07

It does not appear unlikely, then, that the number of the natio '-

magnet schools and systems will continue to grow. When one adds the

demand generated by the growing proportion of disadvantaged students In

our schools -- and the overhwhelmIng numbers of students deemed t risk'

t appears that strong preeeures for magnet schools may well be with us

for at least a decade. The programs that open may also be extensively

influ need by two other prospects as well.

It is very likely that schools will be .xperiencing intensified

pressures for instructional innovation. There is substantial evidence
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or more 8

innovatior

in other

change In this regard for a century

rely more heavily on eurriculvr

ions eed, the evidence suggests that'

'115sill of Choice as well, teachers have been less

Innovetivw to pedagogy then they have sought to be.10 Yet

the array ne showing that schools are not working for large

numbers of y, .ngsters -- the truancy and dropout rates, the incidence of

misbehavior, the failure rates, the minimal-work 'treaties, the alarming

extent of student 'disengagemen: -- all testify to the number of young

people who need a different kind of instruction in order to succeed. The

proportion of disadvantaged youngsters in schools those most likely to be

'at risk, is currintly estimated at 30%, and theIr number is increasing

rapidly." There will be strong pressures on schools to find new

pedagogies that can succeed with suth youngsters. Magnet programs

their innovative tradition and their capacity for flexibility, will be

encouraged to devise such pedagogical strategies. If they respond

positively, this too will intensify the demand for magnet schools.

A second emerging focus is also likely to affect magnet schools snd

their development. This is the persistent demand for revising school

ure. According to some, this demand is likely to be the main target

orm effort. for the next several years.12 By tructuring is

usually meant a fundamental reordering of school resources and control

arrangements -- school time, staffing and staff deployment student

groupings, school governance. Because of their typically smaller size end

greater flexibility, schools of choice are In a good position to pilot the

search for new structures. They might very well become the vanguard In

the search for new ways to organise and present schooling. If so, this



will.surely etre_

direction.

Whether or Dt they choose to move in the d_rections just indicated,

et school prospects appe-- strong for the remainder of the century.

they are to function optimally., howeve great deal more needs to be

known about them. There has been a fair amount of investigation of their

ont ibution to desegregation. But there has been much less regarding

sixth matters as their educational effectiveness, student achievement the

organizational conditions of success. There is much to be done before we

even have detailed descriptions of suCh matters let alone explanations of

contributants and obstacles to success. For instance, just how important

I. teacher choice to magnet school success? Whet types of students

succeed in magnet schools and are there some who do less --ll than in

their previous school? Do particular types of students succeed or fail in

particular types of magnet programs? Does it make much difference to

effectiveness whether the magnet is Lull-time or part-time ... a school-

within-a-school or a mini-school or a separate school ... how it i-

admInIstered? Are different role allocation patterns systematically

associated with success or failure? And then there are all the questions

that need to be answered about the optimal context for magnet schools --

e.g., about the most effective strategies for designing and launching and

coordinating sudh programs, for obtaining prof ional orgenization

coopers ion, for coordinating parent information programs and recruitment

procedures. Thus, a great deal needs to be learned, and it is to be hoped

thet far more extensive research will soon be under way.

Meanwhile, attempts to understand magnet schools have been marked by

rather different perspectives. They are the two broad types repro-



sented in this collection -- which anthropologists have called the Emic

0 !tic viewpoints." The Emlc account of situations and events is

the explanations offered by those who are enmeshed :and involved in them.

Such explanat ns typically provide a depth and richness of understanding

which is difficult for outsiders to achieve. In contrast he Etic

account is that of observers who are not the_ elves part of the conditions

and activities under study. It is thought to possess the advantages of

objectivity and systematic warrant.

We can all cite Emic accounts that appear misleading and useless

(such as the attributiot by primitive peoples of natural events to evil

forces); and we can also recall Etic explanations which seem simply to

have missed be boat 80 for as ino/ghtful understanding la concerned (such

as the insi_ ence that a criminal 'type' accounts for crime, or that bumps

or the head indicate character awl ability). So it Is difficult to argue

the assured superiority of the one approach over the other. It is possible,

however, to identify the major challenges to each approach so far as its

potential for improving practice is concerned.

The major relevant challen e the Etic pproach ar of cours-
pert'inence and accessibility: If Etics offer explanations leaving events

beyond the con rol of practitioners (e.g., by attributing school failure

to socio-economic status or parent orientation) then they cannot be

surprised if practitioners turn elsewhere to guide their practice. Or, if

the explanations offered by Etice are so esoteric or obtuse as to be

inaccessible to practitioners, then they cannot hope to make difference

at least until an able translator comes along.

The Major challenge to the Emic explanation of circumstances and

events Is warrantability. Even if it can be as used that accurate predic-



one co

het that interpretation can safely be applied elsewhere.

differently, the Rile approach must contend with the problem of generaliz-

ability. The clear strengths of the practitioner papers in this collee-

tion lead me to cite some examples of how the generalizability question

arises. Recall that the descriptions and suggestions of these authors

come from people who have really 'been there." Each is experienced at

dealing with the challenges he or she describes, and very probably the

advice is well tested by that experience. The hitch, however, is that

other practitioners with successful programs would be offering different,

even centradictory advice. Two or three examples seem worthwhile.

William Pearson's paper finds magnet schools quite costly, and he

concludes that "resourcing magnet schools is a formidable task" demanding

interpretet on of things, it can still be asked

To put

Ifa carefully designed plan for [supplementary) resource garnering." (p.

29) Yet the most comprehensive magnet school study to date suggests that

after start-up, average per pupil costs in the magnet schools of most

districts are not a great deal higher than overall district averages --

and, indeed, that elementary school magnets average lower per pupil costs

than do other elementary schools in the district!" Is Mr. Pearson in

error, then? Not for his situation. What is necessary, however, is to

establish the contingencies of his situation to be able to say "under

circumstances X, Y, and Z, magnet schools will require higher per pupil

expenditures. Or, to cite a different example, Grace Fairlee recommends

a Gifted and Talented magnet as a promising start likely to attract

parents. Qu te probably. But such a tying of magnet themes to particular

ability levels has sometimes proved regrettable elsewhere, provoking

charges of elitism, tracking, and betrayal of the very equity-focused



lurposes giving rise to magnet schools. _n, research is needed in

order to establish the conditioaa under which the advice "start with a

Gifted and Talented program _s good advice and when it seems

contra-Indicated. Ac a final example Faye,Sryanti Lee Laws Fsirlee,

and Mr. Pearson all urge careful, detailed, advance planning including

needs assessments for new magnet programs. There I- considerable evidence

to support such a recommendation. The form of the planning, however, and

re particularly, ju t who should do it -- remains a major question. The

conventional purposes of thoroughness, coordination, control are all well

served by the recommendation of these authors that the planning occur at

the district level' by central office administrators. Yet considerable

experience recomaend instead that the teachers to be involved in the

progra t do the bulk of ouch planning. Once again, only much-needed

researth can confirm the relevant contingencies -- the circumstances under

which it makes sense to have administ store do mo t of the planning and

those recommending that teachers do it instead.

Thus great deal of research remains to be done on magnet schools.

Meanwhile however, some interesting aspects of these schools can be

noted, and of the choice systems they comprise.

Ironies

There are many ironies as iciated with schools of choice, and these

frame the central challenges with whith magnet schooling must contend.

Some are wo th mentioning, since they so clearly indicate the major

pitfalls to be avoided. In the first place, of course, magnet schools got

their start as a desegregation strategy and mechanism. Yet- it has



sometimes appeared thst they have desegregated schooling for whiOnm

"Youngsters to:agreater extent than they have done _o for their instended

minority beneficiaries.15 It has iudeed beep charged thftt eaInt

sehools have left soMe Byateme more segregated the they Vara wit1M0Clut

them,16 Magnet schools *re an equity measure, but some Nwe dimpopor-

tionately burdened their beneficiaries -- e.g., by requiting more busing

for more minority than for majority atudente.17 Moreover, it ie wommdmes

difficult to get the neediest :tudenta and their familieoto talcs

advantage of the very opportunity magnets are designed toeste0d tA0 then:

choice.

A fu titer irony bas been noted in the SUggestioll thatogrietaBch0018

itlet appear superior in order to attract students -- but they Suet babe

superior in any significant sense lest they create inequities in Mee

system of which they are a part." And despite the equitycosWitmenral

magnet schools can quite blatantly create and sanction tracking

errangements.

Installed in some locales with the distinct hope of faking scoola
responsive, the successful ones have sometime* betOMO 1415040 0

than schools of 1- ment! The principal of one of New York's nowt

successful magnet sch ole reports that when she put any qulationa =4:4 the

very popular school of choice that her own children attemial, the =move

was always the same: "Many others are waiting to get in Wme it rrelau

don't like it."

A final pair of ironies: it very early appeared (alp far back Am Alum

Rock, the first choice system venture) that instead of espowerini Onts,

as presupposed, a choice sYstem actually empowermi teichetliostesd: .19

Some took this to be an advantsge, and have sought schooliof ehmiciim with



mind. Yet that search, too, has sometimes proved ironic, because

lCmagnet schools cep yield substantial increases in teacher autonomy

empowerment, they can also yield significant decreasea therein: the

Is particularly likelyOla Mary Meta sh s,20. when insuff±cient

_g time is coupled with contractual provision, enabling all teachers

who so choose to remain in a building, whether sympathetic to its new

magnet or not. In such a ituation, the only way the principal can

implement the new theme is with a firm hand and close monitoring. Ergo,

greater teacher autonomy quite understandably becomes less.

The reason for documenting this list of ironies is not to impugn the

magnet concept to which I am strongly committed. It is, however, to

suggest that a great deal rides on the implementation details. One can

implement the magnet school proposal to precisely opposite goa and

arrange the system so as to fulfill them quite successfully. ThLs places

hesvy burdens on the design phase of any magnet program -- as well as on

the execution phase. It also means that close monitoring of the system

will remain important, in order to be sure that it continues to serve

instead of undermining the very purpoees to which it was established.

Organizational Properties

The de Folic explanation of magnet school success Is likely

to be offered in terms of pedagogical technology: It la typically a

unique curriculum, or distinctive curricular packaging which is said to

account for the effectiveness. Occasionally explanations are framed

terms of superior delivery systems, but usually curriculum is given most

of the credit. At least some Etics would offer quite a different sort of
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explanation dentifying the success secrets quite otherwise. Because

theseexplanations offer new directions in which magnet schools might look

to improve themselves -- and new concerns in the design of subsequent

magnet sehoole -- it might be useful to explore:them.

One increasingly convincing explanation for magnet school succe

be found in the work of organizational experts. They suggest that

school effectiveness may be less a setter of mhat is done -- i.e., the

curriculum taught -- than of the overall context in which that occurs.

Schools of choice, they point out, are often smaller than schools of

assignment. They can thus afford less complexity and bureaucratisation.

They are therefore frequently less hierarchical. This enables them to

retain more flexibility with respect to roles and operation. Moreover,

their charge to be distinctive automatically yields exemption from some

districtwide regulations -- and suCh exemption enables them to be more

responsive to the clientele with which they deal. The smaller size, plus

the assigned mission' also make for quite different role allocations in

many schools of choice. There may be fewer specialists and, in any event,

the roles of classroom teachers are likely to be expanded. It is typically

necessary, for instance, for magnet school teachers to write their own

curriculum a rare expectation of teachers in other schools. This need,

1- turn, frequently puts them into collabora ive relationships with other

teachers whidh is also unusual in most schools today.

There seems to be substantial vidence that it Is these so- s of

features of schools of choice that loom largo in explaining their sue-

s.. That evidence is coming from several different sources. One is the

litrature on corporate excellence and what makes for p- ductivity in th

workplace. 21 That literature is hi hly relevant to understanding schools,



of course, not on y because teshe rkers In -schools, bn

we expect students to be aleo. Another increasingly rich

resesrch on private schools, whIch is pointing to a numb-of of ntrturn1

contrests in prIvate and public school organisation, and attributing

strong priva chool advantages dir 7tly to th- a features.22 And aa at

least some of these re_ archers have pointed out, there are distinct

organizat onal similarities between public schools of choice and private

schools."

The relevance of pointing to organizational StructureS and

trants as plausible explanations for the success of magnet soh

he clear: if it is these morts of propertIes whIch extensive y ccount

for magnet school auccess, then we want to be sure to incorporate and

maintain them in schools of choice. Such an understanding of the

requisites of -uccess should enable us better to capitalize on our asSets

and to avo d undermining them inadvertently.

There is another, related Etic account of the success of schools of

choice that might also prove useful. It, too, locates the explanation in

properties of the school as an organization, but these e less tangible

and more ephemeral properties: the culture and climate of such schools.

Vis tors in schools of choice often comment on their remarkable tone and

flavor. ie is simply struck with quite a different set of feelings on

entering such a school, In contrast to other schools. This is a matter of

school climate. Many have attributed to schools of choice a "user friend

liness" missing from most schools. There is a personalizing and a respon

siveness to individuals which strengthens their sense of aff liation with

the school. They thus incline to identify themselvea with it, to feel a

sense of own rship in r 4on .te it, and to assume responsibility toward



A use ouch effecto ere often aonociated w
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aft ii I sled

with a school of ,holce -- teachers and parents as well a tudenta

is not surpri i_g that considerable collegiality and perHonal nnsociatlon

often evolve.

Some analysts attribute the climate of an organization to its culture

-- i.e., to the shared beliefs, commttiments, and assumptions so fundamen-

tal to the group that they have become its taken for-granted reality. 24

Schools of choice often tend to have strong homogeneous cultures, in the

sense that a wide number of beliefs and operating essumptione a e common

to their affiliates* This comes in part from the choice feature enabling

staff and students alike to affiliate with the school that comes closest

to their own orientation. It assures that there will be a broader range

f fundamental agreement and more commitment to a shared sense of mission

than most schools enjoy. This condi ion (mission cons neua), plus others

associated with choice .g., heightened student motivation, and student

similarity or commonality in some educationally significant sense) enable

teachers to afford a sense of efficacy that is not widely shared elsewhere

In public schools. That is undamental expectations of success -- and an

ensuing confidence and opti are often key elements in the cultures

of schools øf choice.

Even such a brief account suggests how closely organizational

structures, culture, and climate are interwoven and affect one another.

The evidence supr-orting their role In the success end effeetiveness of

schools suggests that magnet schools might well want to exploit such

avenues for maintaining and enhancing thel- success. To date they have

not tended to do so, instead concentrating their attention and efforts

ether exclusively on their curricular specialty. Other sorts of public

1 (1
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tented toward the importance of organi _tonal featur Whether

consciously or otherwise, private sehoo1 s I ve also often reaped the

par -- have seemed mu It

benefits of their organizational prope to date. magnet schools

have appeared to take relatively slight notice of them. It might be that

such concern could yield better Insight on what tloe is doing right -- and

hence, better means for improving that and fi mer assurance of being able

to understand and control the situation when things are not going well.

Deep

Con cc me

clear strengths of th ere. papers, they underscore for me

some oncerne about directions and tendencies in magnet systems. The

first is a possible shift in emphasis from equity to exce lence. Such a

temptation is strong and eminently understandable: it appears the whole

rld is demanding Excellence -- and with the clear evidence that magnet

e hools are an extremely promising route to improved school quell 25

(poosibly even the most assured route to Effective Schools ),26 the tempta-

tion to shift focus is reasonable. Yet a great deal remains to be done to

tisfy the equity needs that originally gave rise to magnet schools. And

48 many have pointed out, the each for educational excellence has not

always been pursued in ways compatible with the requisites of equity.

More specific. ly I am concerned that magnet systems seem so often

to concentrate their resourc8s on programs far the more fortunate

youngster -- the "Gifted and Talented" or the one with high aptitude in

the "Performing Arts" or the budding scholar in "Math and Science." This

Understandable turn in the quest for exce lance, since one of the



meanings o_ tha onint ndingness or statis al atypicality. But

such a develop nt often undermines the pursuit at equity, since it

obvionsly the weakest not the shiest students who Appear to need the most

help and encouragement. And those who do are quite typic Ily ex luded

from magnet echools. A good case has also been made for the importance

and the lack of pr g ems for the average youngster27 -- who is also

excluded from many of the magnet programs we have e tablished,28 Without

arguing that all magnets -hould be open to all students (which could

Immediately prove self-defeating for a number of programs) it appeara

that considerably resources, effort, and imagination might very

desirably go into magnets targeted for average to at risk students.

the choice movement is to produce a generation of excellence, and not just

ll-schooled elite, then a much broader focus Is necessary in designing

magnet schools. The challenge is not simply a matter of c_eating the

conditions that enable the ablest to succeed; it is rather, in ter-

suggested by a study of corporate excellence, eliciting "extraordinary

performance from ordinary people e29

A strengthened equity focus might also reco mend a stronger preo u-

potion with integration than is often encountered. It very early became

obvious that desegregating a school is a long way from integrating it.

Short of deliberate structures and arrangements and activities to stimu-

late positive interaction among different racial groups within a school,

"desegregation" may just move segregation Indoors. I wish we were hearing

about the use in magnet schools of the activities and strategies th

are effective in integrating mixed-race classrooms. Such approaches have

been developed and ere available. I Just wish there were more evidence of

their widespread uee in magnet schools.

16
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ned too lest the promise of sthoo_- of choice be loot in

of institutic _lizing tm. in the n_turt of the

undertake widesc!Ile implementRtion of an. tde we mile

to mechanics ae. "Ei the procedures and arrangements and management deta

that operationalize the idea* The tritk is not to get bogged down in the

technology and forget the goals. I hope that ia not happening in large

choice systems, but It is a constant danger. A successful magnet school

depende as much on heart snd eoul as on effec ive technology and delivery

systems. We have recently learned m great de 1 more about the nature

heart and soul in organizntins and how to cultivate auch quAlitleg.

would do well to put some of -our effort and attention directly into such

cultivation.

Some say ther a major lesson for other enterprises In

happened to the railroads in this country. Once a major Americ

institution with a pivotal role in our economy, they are now quite

peripheral and only marginally selfsustaining. One provocative

explanat.mn is that the decline wee due to a fail re of leadership and

vision: the managers saw the challenge before them as running the system

-- making trains available, on time, in good operating order.

Management internal preoccupations -- the focus on running their own

systems -- caused them to ignore the goals of their clientele: getting

people and products to their destinations. Thus, other forme of

transporta ion replaced the trains when the alternatives proved more

responsive to external needs and demands.30 perhaps any major enterprise

must consistently guard against such a development. Indeed ome have

asserted that this is just what has happened in education end that it is

is wrong h the regular schools in big cities. But it can happen



s as well. As the demand rge

become more intricate and urgent, the. teptntionn to

preoccupqt onger. Schnol of choice must n

options systems

lured into

deeling only with the technological problems. They must devise ways to

keep themselvee looking ou#-ward -- to remain attu- d to the concerns and

desires of students and their families. Or they wIll become just one more

component in the self-preo cupied bureaucracies at least some of them were

designed to offset.

Conclti ion

I will clo;e with a final comment on magnet school prospects and how

to realize them. I am c nvinced that magnets and other schools of choice

offer tremendous promise. Indeed, despite current limitations on our

knowledge, there is much to suggest that such

the Cinderella of our reform efforts 31 They

institutions that reformers have been looking

schools may eventually prove

Could be juet the kind of

for. There is a surprising

amount of indirect research support for such s speculation. It comes from

study not directly of magnet schools but of private schools, of those

labeled 'Effective Schools, nd of uccessful corporate practice. This

research suggests that many magnet school- begin with the essential

conditions upon which educational excellence must be built -- reduced

size, a commitment to differentiation and responsiveness, increased

autonomy of the administrative unit. Some of them

successfully on these assets -- so that it already

instance, that magnet chool can sustain superior

luta some -choolo of choice can claim superior

have capitalized most

seems clear, for

leadership,32 and that

teacher commitment and



investment and extraordinary staff morale.14 Indeed, porno private

school reseachers have coucludcd that schools or choice in the public

sector have the poterial fur bringing the same sorts of ben fits to

public education that private schools enjoy.35

Thus magnet schools promise extending veil beyond the

impressive positives they have --alized to date. If any single piece of

advice could yield fuller realization of that promise, it might lie in

suggesting less innovative timidity. For the next decade, magnet schools

can and should be In the vanguard, offering leadership and direction to

othe sch ols in the revitalization so needed in American education.

Rut many would need to experiment with even more venturesome

curricular departuree than most have undertaken so far. Others would have

to begin experimenting with instructional as well as curricular

innovation. New pedagogiem are urgently needed, schools of choice are

perhaps our best prospective urce, _ d creativity along these lines

would be most desirable.

Finally, but by no means least, I would urge officiale to insist that

magnet schools tske far fuller advan age of the unit autonomy extended

them i se he exemption from district practice and procedure attending

the charge to become a school that is distinctive. In particular, such

autonomy might desirably be used to d part from traditional school struc

ture. A. David Clark has commented ab- t E fective Schools, there is a

danger that magnet school. may remain "for the most part...dominated by

conservative organizational perspectives." They may be far too tempted to

"overemphasize the significance of

to understand successful prog

work."" As a sharp end pc c

bureaucretic characteristice" and thus

1 organiaed bureaucracies that

critic hes already warned, strong



top-down mnn4gmnt nd the tight control that. hns onernted in some -net

schoola not only faile to stimulate lnnovntive practice b may even

defeat it. such management pr ,e4 "irelp bring about mechanl

disengaged, depresoed te ching...[and].. the exit of some of our best

teachers 37 Certainly, magnet schools must move quickly and decisively

to avoid this sort of recapitulation of the problem* of other schools. To

fulfill their promise and substantially improve public education, m gnet

schoola must be freed to pursue the organizational innovation essential to

the programmatic creativity we have asked of them.
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